Non-uniform irradiance patterns created by Concentrated Photovoltaics (CPV) concentrators over Multi-Junction Cells (MJC) can originate significant power losses, especially when there are different spectral irradiance distributions over the different MJC junctions. This fact has an increased importance considering the recent advances in 4 and 5 junction cells. The spectral irradiance distributions are especially affected with thermal effects on Silicone-on-Glass (SoG) CPV systems. This work presents a new CPV optical design, the 9-fold Fresnel Köhler concentrator, prepared to overcome these effects at high concentrations while maintaining a large acceptance angle, paving the way for a future generation of high efficiency CPV systems of 4 and 5 junction cells.
INTRODUCTION
Concentrator Photovoltaic (CPV) systems are presented as a solution to achieve high efficiency on the conversion of Sun light into electric power, by concentrating light into a small Multi-Junction cell (MJ) using low cost optical materials. The optics systems have to ensure a good optical efficiency, large acceptance angle, and good irradiance distribution on the cell, while maintaining a high concentration C g . The acceptance angle (α) provides tolerance against tracking misalignments and manufacturing errors, and has a tradeoff with the concentration. This tradeoff is described through the concentration-acceptance angle product CAP, defined by C g 1/2 sin α, being an appropriate merit function for a concentrator 1 .
The irradiance distribution over the PV cell is also fundamental for high efficiency, due to the fact that non-uniform patterns can cause an increase in the effective series resistance of the cell, creating a drop in efficiency. In particular, the typical non-uniform irradiance patterns created by conventional CPV concentrators over MJ cells can originate significant power losses. Furthermore, when chromatic aberrations between irradiance distributions over the different junctions are significant, the effect on power losses increases considerably [2] [3] [4] .
The advances in 4 and 5 junction solar cells suggests that the spectrum balance and irradiance uniformity between different junctions will be increasingly important for future CPV systems 5 . These cells are likely to be more expensive, therefore requiring higher concentration to be cost effective.
The most recent optical designs for CPV systems, namely Fresnel-Köhler (for this work, presented as FK4) technology, have proven that spectral balanced high irradiance uniformity is achievable, while maintaining a high acceptance angle, for concentrations of 850-1000x 6 . However, when aiming for larger concentrations, irradiance uniformity decreases for a given architecture, as demonstrated in 4 (for SILO system, which has almost perfect uniformity at 300x 7 ).
Interest on Silicone-on-Glass (SoG) lens has been growing due to combining mass production simplicity and high resistance to external factors. SoG lens are affected by thermal changes, with a refractive index variation of -0.00036/ºC, according to 8 . This variation has a considerable effect on spectral balance of irradiance distributions.
This work presents a new CPV optical design, 9-fold Fresnel-Köhler (FK9) concentrator, prepared to overcome these effects while maintaining a large acceptance angle, paving the way for 4 and 5 junction based CPV systems at higher concentrations. Figure 1 on the left -Schematic view of FK9 concentrator. Three different fold types, central, lateral and diagonal (in the picture, orange , green and blue, respectively) form a 9 fold system. Each sector of the SOE images the corresponding sector of the POE in the cell. on the right -a FK9 ray tracing simulation, where the 9 focus on SOE sectors are visible, as well as the image on the cell
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF FK9
FK9 consists on a Primary Optical Element (POE), a Fresnel lens divided in 9 sectors, and a Secondary Optical Element (SOE) also divided in 9 sectors, all of them free form, and coupled with the respective sector of the POE, as seen in Figure 1 . The POE consists in 1 symmetric central sub Fresnel lens, four lateral and for diagonal sub Fresnel lenses, each of them symmetric with each other relative to the Fresnel lens center. The four lateral and four diagonal sub-lenses may be seen as off-center square pieces of a symmetric Fresnel lens.
The SOE has the same structure: 1 central sub-lens, four lateral and four diagonal sub-lenses, all symmetric with each other relative to the center axis, all of them free form. Each sub-lens is coupled with a sector of the POE, imaging each square sector of the Fresnel lens into the cell, thus performing Köhler integration. The integration allows an excellent spectrum and spatial irradiance on the cell, even at very high concentrations and extreme thermic conditions, as presented below. The fact that the incoming bundle of Sun rays is divided into nine channels enables a very high acceptance for rays coming from any direction, thus allowing a high CAP. 
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR C G = 1000X
Simulation results are presented for a FK9 designed for a geometrical concentration of C g = 1000X (over cell illuminated area) and an F-number of 1. All the following simulation results correspond to raytracing simulations carried out under the same realistic conditions: AM1.5D sunlight spectrum, finite sun (±0.265º) and Fresnel and absorption losses. POE is made on PMMA, and SOE is made on Schott B270 glass. Moreover, no AR coating has been applied on SOE. POE teeth rounded edges were not considered. Table 1 summarizes the main results of FK9 optical performance, and Figure 2 presents its acceptance curve. 1000x FK9 has an acceptance angle of ±1.17º. Also, the curve almost maintains its maximum efficiency until it reaches 1º of 
